The modernised Klok & Peel
Museum was opened by Queen
Beatrix in 2012. What had started
as a museum with two different
collections has become a coherent
whole attracting wide interest.
The museum has been completely
changed. There is now plenty of
space to allow the two unique
collections to come into their
own. On the one hand, the
world’s largest collection of bells
and carillons and on the other, an
overview of the natural and
cultural history of the Peel.
The museum’s connection with the town of Asten is not accidental. Asten
has long been the centre of bell founding in the Netherlands and Flanders.
The Koninklijke (Royal) Eijsbouts foundry has been here since 1872. Asten is
also part of the Peel region which is nationally known for its landscape and
cultural history.

Exit 36
Follow Asten-Floralaan
and the signs “Museum”

Exit
Follow Asten and the
signs “Museum”

Opening hours: Tue. / Fri. 9.30 - 5pm, Sat. / Mon. 1pm - 5pm.
Closed: Christmas Day, New Year and Shrovetide (Carnival time).
Parking at the Rootweg.
Access: Asten is located on the A67 between Eindhoven and Venlo.
Bus 20 from Eindhoven and Helmond.
Museum Klok & Peel
Ostaderstraat 23 5721 WC Asten T 0493 - 69 18 65
E info@museumklokenpeel.nl W www.museumklokenpeel.nl

Klok (Bells)
The bell and carillon collection is internationally significant. Top pieces
from Europe and Asia (especially China) are part of this world collection.
Noteworthy are important Dutch bells from the Rijksmuseum and the
Boerhave museum collections which can be seen in the Klok & Peel Museum.
Peel
The Peel natural history collection covers a broad spectrum of objects from
the whole of the former peat moor of East Brabant and Central Limburg.
The collection contains flora and fauna as well as prehistoric fossils.

Sustainability Portal
The greenest museum in the Netherlands is no empty slogan: two solar
generators provide most of our energy. Optimal insulation is applied to
any large-scale extension and renovation. Water management covers rain
water and ground water. There are green sedum roofs, a thermal energy
storage system (T.E.S.) and low-energy lighting. The T.E.S. system provides
cooling in summer and heating in winter. There are plans to make the
museum completely self-sufficient by installing a third solar generator.
Tourism Portal
Information boards in front of the museum make it an excellent place to
start exploring the Peel region. The museum also has a pleasant and easily
accessed café with covered outdoor terrace. It is not surprising that it was
given the ANWB Museum-Check’s highest score for hospitality.

Museum prize 2014
In April 2014 the museum was awarded the prestigious Bank-Giro Lottery
museum prize and could claim to be ‘the best museum in the Netherlands’
for one year. In 2015, 2017 and 2018, the museum was pronounced ‘the best
day-out in North Brabant’ by the motoring and cycling organisation ANWB.
Participation Portal
About 200 highly dedicated people, 170 of whom are volunteers, work in
the museum. Notable are 25 people placed by the department for social
work and re-integration. The board is supported by a small professional staff.
The museum also works closely with other voluntary organisations such as
IVN (for nature-lovers) and Groei & Bloei (a gardeners’ society).

museumklokenpeel.nl

Peel by the sea
See a real mammoth’s skeleton, lifesize aurochs
and mastodon and experience the time that the
Peel was by the sea. Projections allow you to imagine yourself at the bottom of the ancient sea
populated by lifesized whales and sharks.

Bats
A thrilling
adventure.

NEW
ErfgoedPunt Peel
(Heritage Point Peel)
Information Centre on
the natural and cultural
history of the Peel.

Soundscape of
the Low Countries
Listen and play
along on the carillon.
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Time tamed
A wonderful astronomical clock
mechanism and a working
reconstruction of an Arabic water
clock from the early 13th century are
well-worth seeing and hearing.
Several historic tower-clock
mechanisms are on show.

Asten sounds in
Notre Dame
Special exhibition about
the bell for Notre Dame
(Paris) which was cast in
Asten.
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Museum Café with terrace
Here, overlooking the garden,
you can have a drink and/or lunch.

Education Hall
This space is used
for education and
information.
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Bells of
the world,
a world of
bells
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The Peel,
a mystery

Legend
Peel

Entrance

Bell
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The Peel, a mystery
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Visible and invisible
nature
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The origin of the bell
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Bell-ringing
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Peel by the sea
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Bell-founding
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From Peel swamp
to national park

10 Sounds like a bell

The inhabited Peel
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Low Countries
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Bell-ringing
Beautifully decorated
bells and the various
techniques of bellringing.

The Peel, a mystery
Make a journey of discovery and
find the secrets of the Peel.

Musemplein(Museum plaza)

Bell Foundry
A meticulously
accurate replica of an
18th century foundry.

Sounds
like a bell
Test various
bells here.

